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EditorialA Place to Call HomeMicrobial pathogens face enormous challenges as they enter and adapt to life within their hosts. In this, the third Special Review Issue
ofCell Host &Microbe, we highlight some of these challenges and showcase the strategies that pathogens have evolved to withstand
the unwelcoming and often outright hostile host environment. The theme of our special issue is how pathogens establish residence
within their hosts. This theme is depicted on the cover by an infected house, and is exemplified within the issue by Reviews andMini-
reviews chosen to cover diverse pathogens so that they reflect the breadth of the journal’s scope and audience.
To establish residence within the host, the first step is entry. The complex strategies that bacteria employ to get past the tightly
closed and well-guarded gates of the intestinal epithelium are discussed in the Review by Sasakawa and colleagues (pp. 20–35).
Pathogens have evolved an impressive toolkit for breaking and entering, and Cotter and colleagues (2–6) highlight the diverse func-
tions of one such tool, the bacterial type VI secretion system. Very often, the host responds to such pathogen invasion by activating
inflammatory pathways, which represent the host’s alarm bells. Baumler and colleagues (pp. 36–43) discuss the benefits and detri-
ments for the host of an inflammatory response, including highlighting how bacterial pathogens can use inflammation to colonize the
intestine. The inflammasome is an important mediator of host inflammation, and the minireview by Ting and colleagues (pp. 7–11)
illustrates strategies used by pathogens to inhibit the inflammasome. The activation of host alarm systems can in turn trigger cell
death pathways as a self-destruct mechanism. Lamkanfi and Dixit (pp. 44–54) review the various self-destruct mechanisms that
can be triggered in response to pathogens and discuss how pathogens inhibit or modulate cell death.
Pathogen invasion can activate additional mechanisms of defense that span innate and adaptive immunity, and that represent
detection by the host’s sentries and the subsequent deployment of the host’s armamentarium. The Review by Kirchhoff (pp. 55–
67) discusses the evasion of host immune responses in the context of primate lentivirus infection, with particular emphasis on
how HIV has evolved under the selective pressure of the various mammalian defense strategies. In their Minireview, Ding and
colleagues (pp. 12–15) highlight viral suppressors of the host’s RNA-based antiviral immunity and the host molecules targeted by
these suppressors.
After having quelled, evaded, or otherwise survived the host’s alarm and defense mechanisms, the success of the invader is
dependent on adapting to the new environment. Russell and colleagues (pp. 68–76) discuss how Mycobacterium tuberculosis
realigns its metabolism so that it can thrive on the nutritional resources available within the host macrophage. How viruses find repli-
cation niches and establish virus-producing ‘‘factories’’ is described in the review by Ahlquist and colleagues (pp. 77–85). While some
invaders blow up the house once they are done looting it, others hide out and establish long-term residence. Viral latency exemplifies
the concept of hiding in the house until conditions are favorable for escape, and Speck and Ganem (pp. 100–115) elaborate on the
mechanisms used by herpesviruses to achieve the latent state. Hiding out can even extend to the covert sexual reproduction that can
occur in association with the host, and Heitman (pp. 86–99) discusses how sexual reproduction by eukaryotic pathogens can
generate the genetic diversity underlying their evolution.
All the pathogenic strategies outlined above require precise spatial and temporal regulation of gene expression within the path-
ogen. The emerging paradigms of how regulatory RNA controls bacterial gene expression are discussed by Papenfort and Vogel
(pp. 116–127). Many facets of the invading pathogen in addition to gene expression involve finely tuned spatial and temporal control,
and there are powerful new techniques for visualizing pathogens as they interact with their hosts. TheMinireview by Frischknecht (pp.
16–19) gives an introduction to the tools available to visualize parasites as they invade and establish themselves within the host.
We have greatly enjoyed developing this special issue, and we are very excited about the range of topics covered. As always, our
authors are the ones who bring our imagination to life—for each of our commissions, they returned a work of art, and the work was
further polished by the reviewers’ critiques. We are indebted both to our authors and to our reviewers. We hope you will be informed
and inspired by these reviews, andwewould love to hear from you, so please keep the feedback coming (cellhostmicrobe@cell.com).DOI 10.1016/j.chom.2010.07.001Cell Host & Microbe 8, July 22, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 1
